
 
 
Our History6 semester project is divided into three parts. The first is a Wiki 
paragraph, worth 10 points, which is the heavy academic part. This section will be 
done in class the week before the exam time scheduled at 8:30 on Friday, December 
7th.  On that day, you will do the other two parts of the assessment. In the first half 
of the time, you will really reflect on how your first semester as a history student has 
been in a letter addressed to your parents. I will give you sentence stems to help you 
think but the content will be yours alone. This part is worth 10 points as well. After 
45 minutes, all the reflections will be collected and the art project will start. 
“Modern Man?” is the name of the art piece. Here you will show the basic idea of 
your Wiki paragraph but using art instead. (Gardner). This is worth 5 points. What 
follows is the break down of how to do each part. Remember…breath in and breath 
out! You all can do a great job on this as long as you are sure to follow the 
directions.   

 
The Wiki Content Paragraph 

 
This part of the History6 project is to show just how well you have learned the 
information and the technology skills this semester. You will be using the information 
from the Name Project, The OLT Project, and our Late Stone Age Unit. You will also be  
working in your cooperative groups. This part is worth 10 points and will be graded using 
the Expository Writing Rubric that we have used in the past.   
 

The Question 
 
Given what you know about the Late Stone Age Man, and what you learned about the 
History6 students here at Graded school and Brazil, use that information to answer this 
history question: “Who is better at adapting to their environment� the Graded 
History6 students in their modern environment of Sao Paulo or the Late Stone Age 
Man in his?”   
 

How Do I Do the Project? 
 

On December 1st (A Day) and December 4th (B Day), you will break up into your small 
groups. After rereading the question, you will pick three of the twelve society elements to 
compare the two groups. Each person in you group will pick one element of the three to 
really talk about.   
 
Look at the key words in the question so that you are really sure as to what they mean. 
Talk with people in your group to make sure you all understand what is being asked and 
the directions about what to do. Save a Word document in one social studies folder called 
SSWiki. Then, together as group, write the following introduction.  
 

• Start with a great, zippy opening sentence.  



• Then, introduce the question that you are looking at.  
• Make a prediction as to what you all think will be the answer.  
• Tell what elements you are going to be using and who will be using them.  

 
Then, you have to start to make notes about your element. You will highlight the key 
facts. The last 15 minutes of the day, you will pick the two strongest and most interesting 
points you found about each group and the facts that support them. With these, you will 
start to write your own section of the paragraph.  
 
Starting out with another Word document, which you have saved in your Social Studies 
folder you called SSYOURNAME (like SSBRIDGETTE), write the following. 
  

• A topic sentence saying what your element is.  
• List where your element falls on the Modern Gardner’s triangle and why you 

think so.  
• A description of what Graded students have done to adapt to their environment 

using the element you studied with AT LEAST two strong examples from your 
researching and the details that prove them.  

• List where your element falls on the Late Stone Age Gardner’s triangle you made 
in class and why.  

• A description of what the Late Stone Age Man did to adapt effectively to his 
environment using your element with AT LEAST two strong examples from your 
researching and details that prove them. 

• Compare which group did better and why as your conclusion sentence.     
• Finally, check to make sure all your spelling, grammar and sentence structures are 

correct.  
• Save! 
• Once you are done, you will paste your part into the group Wiki on the web using 

your color.   
 
On December 5th (A Day) and December 6th (B Day), you will finish the paragraph. After 
everyone has added their part, the group has to get together to read your information.  

• Combine the information that each of you had written out.  
• Write transition sentences to make one element part flow into the other.  
• Check for spelling, grammar and sentence organization mistakes.  

 
Then, using the your introduction Word page, write the following closing paragraph. The 
final thing you will have to do, as a group, is to write a conclusion section.  

• Restate, in your own words, what you thought you would find out.  
• Compare the two groups all together  
• Then, tell the answer your researching brought you as well as if it matched what 

you thought would happen.  
 
If you feel like you need extra time, I will be running an after school session on Tuesday, 
December 5th from 3:07 to 4:00. I will have the laptops as well as all the materials.  



But, Mrs. Fincher, What Materials Am I To Use? 
 
You will get your information from several sources. For the Late Stone Age Man, you 
should use the following sources:  

• The Maslow Hierarchy Triangle for modern humans and for what you thought 
would be right for Late Stone Age Man.   

• Asia 1 
• Chapters 2 and 3 from your textbook The Ancient World.  
• Class notes from the Guns, Germs and Steel video  
• The Modern Human worksheet. 
• The Neolithic Man work pack.   

 
For the Graded students, you should use the following sources:  

• The Maslow Hierarchy Triangle for modern humans and for what you thought 
would be right for Late Stone Age Man.   

• The Identity Elements from the Name Unit  
• The Twelve Elements from the OLT Unit 
• The section pages on the OLT Wiki site to read what your classmates said about 

your particular society elements that you chose to compare.   
 

 
But, Mrs. Fincher, What If I Need Help? 

 
After I explain the directions to the class, and you have asked any clarifying questions, 
you have only two options. You may with talk with your team mates and see if they know 
what to do and work it out together. But, you can’t ask me nor can you ask other groups. 
Each group has to depend on the knowledge that the group has because this is an 
evaluation of what you know how to do rather than being a teaching project. If you need 
extra time, however, I will have the laptops in my classroom on Tuesday the 5th. Anyone 
can come in at that time to get more work done from 3:07-4:00.   
 



“Modern Man?” Art Project 
 

In this section of your evaluation, you will be using your creativity and artistic eye to 
make a picture which makes a comparison between you as a Graded student and the Late 
Stone Age Man. The art project will take up the last 45 minutes at the end of the 
assessment period on Friday, December 7th.  Here are the materials that you will be using 
and which I will have ready for you. 
  

• A piece of the Herald Tribune, crumpled and torn around the edges.  
• A picture of a Neolithic man or woman.  
• A piece of colored poster board.  
• Glue, scissors, magazines.  

 
******You will need to have a printed off picture of you on a piece of paper.   

 
Steps 

First:  
• Take a poster board and fill out the form on the back with your name and section. 

Decide which direction you want it to go.  
• Take the newspaper. Rip small chunks out of the sides so that it looks ragged and 

torn. Then, crumple the paper into a ball.  
• Smooth it out so that it is flat but still has the creases in it.  
• Look at the lines there. Spot some lines that you can use to outline one of the Late 

Stone Age animals from the Cave of Lescaux. (I will have printed out various 
animals for you to look at for inspiration!)  

• Using your pencil, lightly outline the animal.  
• Then, do the same for one of the modern domesticated animals we learned about 

in Guns, Germs and Steel.  
• Take care so they look interestingly placed on the paper. Showing them in some 

sort of motion is always a groovy step.  
• Then, taking the markers, carefully go over the outline of each animal.   

 
Second:  

• Glue the newspaper onto the poster board.  
• Cut out picture (s) of a Neolitic man or woman that you like. Then, cut out the 

picture of you.  Decide where you would like to place the cutouts on the paper so 
that they look interesting and cool.    

• Glue the pictures on.  
 
Third:  

• Cut out large-ish single letters from colorful magazine paper. The letters will have 
to spell out MODERN MAN? or MODERN WOMAN?  

• The letters are to be glued to your paper so people get the title and point of the art 
work.  

 



Final Bit (Be sure to leave about 15 minutes toward the end to get done with this part.) 
• Go to one of the tables where the tempera is set up.   
• Put on the plastic bag making sure that your head and arms go through correctly.  
• Lay your art down on the table.  
• Put on the plastic gloves on both hands.  
• Dip the toothbrush in the tempera paint and hold it in one hand.  
• On the other hand, hold down on your art work in a spot you think would be the 

most interesting.  
• Flick the bristles on the toothbrush around the edge of your spread hand so that it 

looks just like the cave paintings you studied. Put the toothbrush down when you 
are done near the tempera.  

• Remove your art work to where I tell you to.  
• Take off your gloves and put them in the trash can. Remove your plastic bag and 

put it back on the table. 
• Go back inside until the end of the assessment time.   

  
 

“Modern Human?”  Artwork Assessment Form 

Overall Score:              /5 .  
 

Your name 
________________________  

 
Section and Number 

 
__________________ 

1 pt. ½ pt. ¼ pt. 

Creativity Was there something unique or 
different about how the work was 
done?  

. . . 

Fulfills 
Assignment 

How well were the steps of the 
assignment followed?  

. . . 

Care Paid attention to doing a neat and 
careful job. Worked at an efficient 
and steady pace.  

. . . 

Did the whole piece seem to go 
together to make something where all 
the pieces worked well together?  
 

. . . Composition  
And Design 

Is the art free from mistakes that 
distract from picture as a whole? 

. . . 

 
 



The Reflection Piece 
 

 
Now, it is your time to step into my shoes. Imagine you are me, sitting next to you at your 
desk with your portfolio. We are both are looking over all the work you have done this 
first semester and thinking about all that you have learned in this time.  
 
Crossing one Brazilian Converse shoe over the other, you pull this paper closer, and 
you� the teacher, start to write…about you� the student. For everything you say, there 
must be a reason and proof because the student knows when something seems to be off or 
has questions as to why things are happening as they are. Your job, as a teacher, is to 
report what is fair, right and true. That is what this time is all about.  
 

December 7, 2006 
 

Dear_____________________________, 
 
Life in History class circled around three big areas: understanding how societies work 
now and in the past, being able to become effective communicators and working well in 
groups. To figure out how well ### has done, I need to look at each of these areas.  
 
*In the winter, before sixth grade started, ### thought that sixth grade was going to be 
like… 
 
*The first of the year started out like…. because 
But now it is… because. 
 
*There are many challenges to being organized in sixth grade. Things that worked well 
for ### were….because. But, it seems that ### needs to work on….because.  
 
*Learning how to think and to communicate what ### 
wants to say has been… 
 
*Learning how to put ###’s ideas down clearly in writing has been…because… For 
example, on the 
 
*Understanding how to research, turned out…. The things that have worked were…. 
Some things that have been harder to do are…   For example, on the… 
 
*When ### thinks about all the technology done in History6, the things that turned out to 
be the most useful or interesting were….because.  
 
*The big tech surprise was….because… 
 
*One of the challenges….was because…  
 



 
*The biggest, “Ah-ha!” moment in working with people in a group happened when……  
This was where ### learned so much, because… 
 
*Generally, ### has found his/her behavior to be… 
 
*History is all about connections and building layers of understanding. When ### learned 
about Identity, he/ she found out that these three identity elements really turned out to be 
the most interesting…. the proof is in…     . 
 
*But, when these elements were grown into the society elements, ### started to make 
these two connections between them. They were… because… 
 
*### learned several key things about the Late Stone Age Man. They were… 
 
*To ###, if he/she had to describe how history and society go together, he/she would 
say…. 
 
*Too, ### would also like to tell you that… 
 
*In the next semester, ### looks forward to… and will try to do…..in History6.  
 



Reflection Rubric (History6) 
 
 
5 

 Reflection shows thorough thoughtfulness.  
 Reflection has supporting details and examples.  
 All parts of the reflection are complete and well done.  
 Sentence stems are used and fully supported.  

4 

 Reflection shows some thoughtfulness.  
 Reflection has some supporting details and examples.  
 All parts of the reflection are complete.  

 Sentence stems are used and somewhat supported by the rest of the 
reflection.  

3 

 Reflection shows little thoughtfulness.  
 Reflection has few details or examples.  
 Most parts of the reflection are complete.  

 Sentence stems are used but skimpy. 

 

2 

 Reflection show no thoughtfulness.  
 Reflection has no details.  
 Reflection is incomplete.  
 Sentence stems are rarely used.  

1 

 Not enough work completed for assessment.  

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 


